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7:00 p.m.

Business Meeting

7:30 p.m.

Nancy Holekamp, M.D.
“Conquering Geographic Atrophy
in AMD”
###

SLOS WELCOMES DR. NANCY HOLEKAMP
Dr. Holekamp will share her studies on Age
Related Macular Degeneration at the upcoming
SLOS meeting. She feels that now that we
have excellent treatments for wet AMD, the
next hurdle for our field is developing a treatment for advanced forms of dry AMD. This
requires not only a new, sophisticated understanding of Geographic Atrophy, but it also
requires world-class clinical trials that bring
AMD patients, doctors, and technology
together to solve this problem.
Plan to attend. Please remember to RSVP.
###

Website: www.stlouisoptometricsociety.org

Dr. Eric Polk with RoseAnn Luetkemeyer of
TLC Vision who hosted the drinks on Feb. 9

THANKS TO TLC
To demonstrateTLC’s commitment to the
optometric community they are currently involved in
the following programs.
Free 1 hour COPE approved CE webinar series.
Feb 17th, March 16th and April 20th.
Preregistration required:
Www.tlcvision.com/ceseries
Free LASIK give-away
1 procedure will be given out for February, March,
April. All a patient has to do is fill out a LASIK
interest card.

###
LEGALLY MINE HOSTED THE BUFFET
Lt. Col. Gregory Simmons presented the continuing
education representing Legally Mine, a tax
reduction and asset production company out of
Utah. The firm helps practices protect themselves
from lawsuits and minimize the taxes they pay.
The 2014 census showed the US to be 4.5% of the
world’s population; however, 53% of worldwide
lawsuits are filed in the US. There has been a
300% increase in lawsuits filed in the past decade.
Therefore, if you live and work in the US, it is
critical to protect yourself from a lawsuit. This can
be done by controlling the motivation of lawsuits. If
your assets are properly structured, they are
protected from being sued.

Cont. next page

More from Legally Mine
Doctors are perceived as having money, making
them a common target of lawsuit. Lawyers won’t
go through with suing someone if they know the
doctor’s assets are protected and they won’t get
any money out of the lawsuit.
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• Glaucoma consultation, OCT, LTP and
surgery for your co-managed glaucoma
patients
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High risk assets are assets that can cause a lawsuit
on their own. Safe assets (money) are assets that
cannot create a lawsuit on their own; however, they
can motivate a lawsuit. Inside assets are assets
owed by the same legal entity. Outside assets are
assets that are owned by a different legal entity. A
legal entity is an association, corporation, partnership, proprietorship, etc., that has legal standing in
the eyes of the law. A legal entity has legal
capacity to enter into agreements or contracts,
assume obligations, incur and pay debts, sue and
be sued in its own right, and is held responsible for
its action.
The IRS only taxes four types of business entities:
S-corporation, C-corporation, sole proprietorship
and partnership. LLC’s must be taxed in one of the
four aforementioned entities. A LLC can protect
assets inside a LLC from a lawsuit that comes from
outside a LLC. Therefore, you cannot protect
assets from a lawsuit that occurs within the entity.
A judge can dissolve an LLC if the judge determines the LLC is a closely held corporation in order
to make the assets available to the plaintiff. The
solution is to create a holding company registered
in one of the three states that does not allow a
judge to dissolve an LLC (Ohio, Delaware and
Alaska). C-corporations used to be favored but over
the years S-corporations have been the corporation
of choice for practices. They are normally an Scorp or and LLC taxed as an S-corp.
For further asset protection and to minimize estate
taxes, one can set up a Family Limited Partnership
(FLP). Within the FLP there is a General Partner
and Limited Partner(s).
The General Partner has total control over the
business and is only liable for their ownership
percentage (which can be as little as 1%). The
Limited Partner has no control and no liability (their
ownership can be as high as 99%). Only safe
assets (monetary assets) go into a FLP. All entities
must have a business purpose, which in this case
can be asset protection. Cont: Legally Mine

Legally Mine Continued
Association pushed to have a law called The
Charging Order passed. This permits a judge to
require a distribution from the FLP in order to pay
out to the plaintiff. Almost all entities contain a
standard a Pro-Rata distribution clause. A ProRata distribution clause requires income to be paid
out to limited partners based on their percentage of
ownership. This permits a judge to assign those
distributions to the suing party. To address this
vulnerability, a NON-Pro-Rata distribution clause
was created. This allows the General Partner to
control all distributions to Limited Partners. The
General Partner can choose to not give a
distribution to a specific Limited Partner in the case
of the Limited Partner being sued, or for any other
reasons. It is up to each individual state whether or
not to accept the NON-Pro-Rata distribution clause.
In contrast to the FLP being used for safe assets,
the LLC is designed to protect high risk assets. A
LLC will only protect assets inside of the entity from
an outside lawsuit. More

STATE BOARD REPORT
Kurt Finklang, O.D.

Legally Mine Concluded
Legally Mine recommends a S-Corporation
because of its tax advantages vs other entities. For
example, if you own an S-Corp you have to pay
FICA taxes for your employees, which are normally
around 15%. An S-Corp requires the owner to take
a “reasonable” salary from the corporation, and
they must pay FICA taxes on that amount. FICA
taxes are not required on any money distributed to
the owner above their “reasonable” salary. Another
advantage of the S-Corp is the ability to rent your
place of residence to the corporation for board
meetings, team building events, holiday parties,
etc. Your corporation pays you for the rental. The
IRS allows individuals to rent their out homes for up
to two weeks without having to pay tax on the
income. With an S-Corp you must hold corporate
meetings and take corporate minutes on the
meetings. Dinners and out-of-state destinations
are great places to hold meetings, and they are all
tax deductible.

###

The Missouri State Optometric Board met
February 11, 2016 prior to the Heart of
America Contact Lens Meeting. Once again,
the board had to spend quite a bit of time
dealing with optometrists who did not fulfill their
CE requirements. Hopefully everyone knows
by now that they are required to have 32 hours
of CE every two years. The current reporting
period runs from November 1, 2014 to October
31, 2016. There are currently no limitations on
the number of non-classroom COPE approved
CE hours that you can obtain from webinars,
optometric journals, etc. You are encouraged
to monitor your CE hours in order to avoid the
humiliation and financial ramifications of not
passing an audit.
###

MOA REPORT
Drs. Jason Riley & Steve Rosen

The MOA continues being very involved with
legislative activities this session. HB 2217, our
non-covered services bill was most recently heard
in the House Health and Mental Health Policy
Committee. The committee is a favorable one for
us as the chair is heavily in favor of this bill, the
sponsor is vice-chair and our keypersons have
done a great job explaining the topic over the last
several years. Dr. Kevin Harris testified for the
MOA. Our Industry Alliance lab partners were also
present to testify in favor of the lab choice
component of the bill. Karen Bantle from Midland,
Jordan Lothes from Sutherlin and Carl Klein from
HOYA all did a great job testifying for the bill.
Testifying against the bill was big insurance and the
National Association of Vision Care Plans
(NAVCP).
The hearing went well and we expect it to be voted
out of committee in the near future. If you do not
do business with our Industry Alliance partners, a
list of which can be found on the MOA’s website,
http://www.moeyecare.org/about/industryalliance/alliance-members/, you are encouraged to
reconsider. They are fighting for us to be able to
stay in business on our terms and stay competitive.
HB1850, the work force study bill was voted out of
the Select committee with the committee substitute
that contains optometry. This bill allows optometry
students to see patients. There are also telehealth
bills in both the House and Senate.
Also as a reminder during the legislative session,
timing can be critical in relation to our legislative
efforts, so please be ready to respond when asked
to contact your respective legislators. Please notify
your office staff if you receive a call from anyone
related to the MOA central office including Dr.
LeeAnn Barrett or Jay Hahn, or more locally Drs.
Cullinane, Rosen, or Riley to please notify you and
take the call. It could possibly make the difference
in whether our bill passes or is defeated.
Two other reminders of current MOA member
benefits are Think About Your Eyes (TAYE) and the
AOA MORE registry. Continued MOA Report

MOA Report Continued
The MOA provides a basic TAYE membership to all
members that actively see patients. TAYE has now
kicked off the 2016 New Year with its nationwide
TV and radio advertising which started on January
25th. Online radio (Pandora and Spotify), digital
banner ads, PR, and social media efforts are
running as well. The ad venues planned for 2016
will create over 1.3 Billion impressions!
Please remember to sign up for AOA MORE by
February 29th in order to meet the meaningful use
public health objective. It takes only a short
amount of time to register. To learn about MORE
follow the link: http://www.aoa.org/news/practicemanagement/aoa-more-enroll-by-feb-29-for-mupqrsbenefits/?sso=y&ct=804066fa5d555fc91925590dcb
a7d7bc204dc49cd96f16d69fc0d6aee4ed745ccc08
a7ec745f888e1c395e3639540ad91ba9c37ba7b31
30984bc10635a8373ac
Planning ahead, please mark your calendars for
upcoming events later this year. The MOA
Leadership Retreat will be held June 3-5 at the
Hilton Promenade in Branson, MO. Next,
Optometry’s Meeting will be held June 29-July 3
in Boston, MA. This will be a very exciting venue to
celebrate our nation’s independence on the 4 th of
July. And lastly, our annual MOA Conference will
be back in Branson over the weekend.
###

CONTACT LENS REPORT
Steven Branstetter, O.D.
Biofinity Toric XR is now available with a power
range of +10.00 to -10.00. Cylinder power can
range from -2.75 to -5.75 in half diopter steps. Axis
parameters go around the clock in 5 degree
increments.
###

AOSA ANNUAL CORNEAL CLASSIC
GOLF TOURNAMENT – APRIL 23
The UMSL Chapter of the AOSA is hosting the
annual Corneal Classic Golf outing in April at the
Normandie Golf Club and is inviting participation in
the tournament as a SPONSOR of this fundraiser.
There are three options for sponsorship:
Par – Hole Sponsorship $100.00
Birdie – Hole & Putting Contest Sponsorship, plus
1 players golf paid - $250.00
Eagle – 2 Hole Sponsorship, putting contest &
foursome’s paid golf. - $500.00
This year’s event will kick off with a 1:00 p.m.
shotgun start, with dinner following. Sponsorship
provides a wonderful opportunity to show your
support for the Association and especially for the
doctors and future doctors in the St. Louis area.
For those not wishing to sponsor a hole, etc. we are
also looking for sponsors for attendasnce prizes or
donations to the AOSA.
If you would like to participate as a golfer or
sponsor, please contact:
Cord Linville, crlr3d@mail.umsl.edu
Tommy Greene, tdg5y7@mail.umsl.edu.
###

CO-MANAGEMENT REPORT
Michelle Dierheimer, O.D.

Contact lens-assisted corneal crosslinking is a new
technique that expands the eligibility criteria for
corneal crosslinking (CXL). It allows eyes with thin
corneas (less the 400um) to undergo epi-off CXL
for progressive keratectasia. In the procedure, a
riboflavin soaked ultraviolet barrier free soft contact
lens (B&L Soflens) is applied over the riboflavinsoaked denuded cornea prior to UVA
irradiation. The riboflavin soaked contact lens
serves to protect against endothelial damage
during the UVA exposure.
New recommendations for patients with pigment
dispersion syndrome: 40% of patients with pigment
dispersion syndrome go on to develop pigmentary
glaucoma due to reverse pupillary block. Because
of this increased risk, many glaucoma specialists
are recommending patients with pigment dispersion
syndrome undergo prophylactic PI. Further, more
ophthalmologists are choosing to change the
location of the PI from superior to
temporal. Patients with superior PI often
experience dysphotopsia, specifically seeing a
streak of light in the inferior visual field from the PI
and the tear miniscus. The prevalence of
dysphotopsia is greatly reduced when the PI is
located nasal or temporal.
###
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CALENDAR

TEE

March 4

Volunteer at the Science Center
AOA Archives Exhibit.

Feb. 12-14

HOACLS Congress
Kansas City, MO

March 8

SLOS Meeting
Hosted by Pepose Vision Institute
“Geographic Atrophy in AMDs”
Nancy Holekamp, M.D.

April 12

SLOS Meeting
“Retina Disease Overview”
Drs. Blinder & Shah
The Retina Institute

May 10

SLOS Meeting
Hoya hosts, CE TBD

June 3-5

MOA Legislative Conference
Hilton Promenade Hotel,
Branson, MO

June 14

SLOS Installation & Awards Banquet
###

NEW UMSL PATIENT CARE CENTER
FOR OPTOMETRY
Dean, Dr. Larry Davis, staff & students of the
UM-St Louis College of Optometry are excited
about the new Patient Care Center under
construction on the UMSL south campus.
The building will provide 35,000 square feet of clinic
space for adult and child eye care, support space
and 13,000 sq. ft. of space that could be leased to
other users. The project is being funded by $5
million from campus reserves and a new student
fee that will finance $12 million in bonds.
Scheduled to open in the summer of 2016, the new
building will include space for campus and
community health care services.
# ##

COMING UP AT UMSL IN 2016
APRIL
Nutrition & the Eye Symposium
Stuart Richer, O.D., Coordinator
12 hours C.E.

May 9

Coding Update – 2016
John McGreal, O.D. 4 hrs. C.E.

#####

